In this paper, we examine quantum systems with relativistic dynamics. We show that for a successful description of these systems, the application of Galilei invariant nonrelativistic Hamiltonian is necessary. To modify this Hamiltonian to relativistic dynamics, we require precise relativistic kinetic energy operators instead of nonrelativistic ones for every internal (Jacobi) coordinate. Finally, we introduce and investigate the Schrödinger equation with relativistic dynamics for two-particle systems with harmonic oscillator and Coulomb potentials.
Introduction
The definition of relativistic quantum mechanical momentum operator, introduced in [1] , allows us to modify the Schrödinger equation for free particle, taking into account basic ideas of special relativity theory (SRT). However, the most important and interesting problem is the application of relativistic dynamics to a many-particle system. To solve it, we have to carefully investigate the main conclusions of SRT and quantum mechanics to find the possibility of consistence of both theories.
The core of SRT are two postulates [2] . The first is Galilei invariance, stating equivalence of different inertial reference systems, and the second is the -the general relation between radius vector r and time t of the event as seen in the reference frame S and the radius vector ′ r and time t′ of the same event in the reference frame S′ , which is moving with uniform velocity relative to S, is defined by Lorentz transformation, which implies invariance of the space-time interval, defined as the scalar product of these four-vectors:
( ) ( ) ( ) 
-the mass invariance with respect to transformations from one to another inertial reference frame of the above type also defines invariance of the fourvector, composed of relativistic energy and relativistic momentum:
The main problem is-how and to what extent can these statements be applied in the theory of quantum systems?
Quantum System's Schrödinger Equation
The base for modifications is the many-particle Schrödinger equation 2  1  2  1  2 , , , , , , , , , , , ,
written in a laboratory reference system. Here j ρ marks the set of one-particle variables (spatial radius vector j r and internal degrees of freedom j τ like mass, charge, spin, isospin and so on for every particle). The Hamiltonian is independent of time, so the formal solution of (3) is ( )
, , , , exp , , , .
The stationary states of (3) correspond to the functions Φ , defined as the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian:
The probability density is therefore independent of time. The quantum system is stable with respect to breakup into composing particles if the corresponding eigenvalue E is negative (−E equals the binding energy of the system). We will consider here the application of relativistic dynamics to quantum systems defined this way.
The introduced presentation gives the simplest way to ensure symmetry of the Hamiltonian with respect to permutations of one-particle degrees of freedom, because quantum systems or their subsystems are composed of identical particles. Moreover, these particles are fermions, so the eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian has to be antisymmetric with respect to permutations of the variables of identical fermions. It is especially simple to project the wave function, written in single-particle variables, to the corresponding subspace of Moreover, even in the nonrelativistic approximation the wave functions defined in this way are not acceptable for a precise description of the quantum system. These functions do not satisfy Galilei invariance and, in many cases, contains uncontrolled center of mass excitations. For the best illustration of this statement, let us consider a two-particle system. The potential energy operator is translationally invariant, i.e. independent of the center of mass coordinate, hence the only problem is in the kinetic energy operator. The corresponding wave function written in one-particle spatial variables is not under application, because the elimination of the center of mass kinetic energy operator in a two-particle Hamiltonian is an easy task. Elimination of the center of mass kinetic energy operator is not complicated for a system of N particles either.
However, after this the Hamiltonian of the quantum system appears as a function of ( ) Therefore, the solution of the nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation for a quantum system with internal Hamiltonian is a real challenge, but only these wave functions can give an adequate description of the quantum system. The experimental investigation of a quantum system is based on observing the behavior of a system after excitation by an external agent. Every act of this kind excites the center of mass of the system and, at the same time, the internal degrees of freedom. Unfortunately, control of the center of mass movement after a collision is very problematic. Among the attempts to minimize the energy loss due to center of mass excitation most notable are the Mösbauer effect and colliding beams accelerators. To avoid gamma ray energy loss due to nuclear recoil, Mösbauer used nuclei bound in a solid. On the other hand, in an experiment involving head-on colliding beams with identical particles and equal energies, the kinetic energy of the center of mass is zero before, and hence after, the collision. Either way, as the exciting particle leaves the range of the interaction force, the center of mass velocity is constant, so this point can serve as the origin of an inertial reference frame. All particles, composing the system, move in the same inertial frame, hence any transformations of radius vector and time coordinate or energy and momentum of given particle between different inertial systems are not necessary. Both the nonrelativistic and modified relativistic (introduced in [1] ) internal Hamiltonians are invariant with respect to translations. The energy of a stationary state is defined precisely, hence the energy and momentum conservation law (2) is senseless in a fixed reference frame defined for a quantum system by its internal Hamiltonian. Moreover, at a precisely defined energy the time coordinate is completely uncertain, therefore it is not necessary as argument of wave function. At the same time in formalisms, operating with one particle coordinates, all inertial systems have to be equivalent and invariance of formalism with respect to Lorentz transformations is necessary.
The space-time interval, defined by scalar product of four-dimensional vectors and invariant with respect to transformations between different inertial frames, requires every particle to have different spatial and time variables. The problems of wave functions presented this way are well known (lattice QCD; for a review, see [5] ). In our formalism we don't have to worry about interval and mass invariance in different inertial reference systems. Instead, we just modify the internal Hamiltonian of a quantum system by introducing the relativistic kinetic energy operator instead of the nonrelativistic one for every internal spatial coordinate.
The transformation of the initial Schrödinger Equation (3), present in a laboratory system, to the aforementioned form, starts with the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian transformation to center of mass and internal variables. The canonical choice is the Jacobian coordinates, defined as in [6] . The nonrelativistic kinetic energy operator, expressed in these coordinates, retains the usual form:
Here β is the subscript of the Jacobi variable β ξ , the corresponding Laplasian is ( ) β ∆ , and reduced mass equals β µ . The Jacobi coordinate 0 ξ and mass 0 µ are defined as the system's center of mass radius vector and mass:
The Hamiltonian appears with separated center of mass and internal variables:
Furthermore, to transform to a relativistic form, we need to take into account the rest energies of the particles in the Hamiltonian:
Now the quantum system's Schrödinger Equation (3) takes the following form:
The variables of the complete Hamiltonian are separated, so the simplest solutions of this equation are products of functions, dependent on different variables:
where the introduced functions are eigenfunctions of the following operators, corresponding to the same eigenvalue E:
and ( )
The eigenvalue E, by definition of the internal Hamiltonian, equals the binding energy of system with opposite sign. Thus 
We go on to further modify the center of mass Schrödinger Equation (12), taking into account the relativistic dynamics, by applying the technique introduced in [1] .
It is necessary to modify the kinetic energy operators for all Jacobi variables for the introduction of relativistic dynamics into the internal Hamiltonian. The natural subject for the application of these ideas is the two-particle system.
Internal Hamiltonian of a Two-Particle System
The internal Hamiltonian of a two-particle system, whose interaction is defined by a local potential, dependent on the radius vector 
Here ( ) 0 T is the nonrelativistic kinetic energy operator
with the reduced mass of system ( ) The simpler is the potential, the larger is the set of exact quantum numbers, characterizing the eigenfunction of this Hamiltonian, i.e. the state of quantum system.
The Hamiltonian with relativistic dynamics
is defined with the relativistic kinetic energy operator , ,
The corrected value for this wave function is
For a relativistic kinetic energy expectation value evaluation we will apply three different approximations.
The first approximation is based on a series expansion of the relativistic kinetic energy operator:
where we can successfully evaluate the expectation value of 
can be successfully evaluated. This result is precise enough for quantum systems with dynamics not far from nonrelativistic.
The second approximation is 
With this approximation, we ensure, according to the main idea of SRT, the expectation value of the nonrelativistic kinetic energy to be less than 2 2 c µ , same as for a free particle. It is the really original result, consistent with the basic postulate of SRT stating that the relative velocity of particles cannot be larger than speed of light at any interaction. However, this result is only exact in the case when the eigenfunctions of the kinetic energy operator are applied for the calculation of the expectation value. For a quantum system this approximation at a low nonrelativistic kinetic energy gives a lower bound for relativistic kinetic energy expectation value due to a relation, valid in an arbitrary basis:
We obtain the third evaluation of relativistic kinetic energy in a given state of a quantum system by applying spectral representation of the corresponding operator. Both kinetic energy operators have the same set of eigenfunctions. The internal Schrödinger equation for the nonrelativistic operator is
We can rewrite it as
where
and ( ) 
The spectral representation of this operator becomes 
where the kernel of this operator
Due to equivalence of eigenfunctions, the spectral representation of the relativistic kinetic energy operator is
The kernel of this operator is defined by Equation (18):
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The expectation value of the nonrelativistic kinetic energy in a given state of the internal two-particle Hamiltonian, whose eigenfunction is
while the expectation value of the relativistic kinetic energy is ( ) ( ) ( )
The Harmonic Oscillator Potential
One of the best known problems of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, having successful applications, is a system of two particles with a harmonic oscillator potential. The internal Schrödinger equation for this system is
where µ is the reduced mass of the interacting particles. The equation has square integrable solutions ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
The second approximation, defined by Equation (23) exists only for eigenvalues
Virial theorem for Coulomb potential gives
The first order correction, defined by Equation (22), is ( )
The correction, defined by Equation (23), equals
Following from this equation, the condition of bound states existence in a Coulomb well looks like
For existing stable atomic nuclei 1 Z α < , so relativistic kinematics do not restrict the number of bound states in a Coulomb well. On the other hand, significant relativistic corrections can arise for Hydrogen-like ions of heavy atoms.
Finally, for the evaluation of the correction, defined by Equation (36) 
Results
The introduced method of relativistic corrections of bound state energies of twoparticle systems with harmonic oscillator potential presents the eigenvalues as functions of one dimensionless parameter 2 3 β < . (44), (45) and (53)). In the last column of Table 1 we have the energy obtained by the traditional method, when the nonrelativistic quantum mechanical momentum operator is defined as Table 1 . Different approximations of ground state energies in harmonic oscillator well. Table 2 . For comparison with experimental data, the G. P. Kamuntavičius, G. Kamuntavičius ionization potentials are expressed in electronvolts, equal to the energies with opposite sign. Experimental data, taken from [9] , is given in the last column.
Like in Table 1 , the second column gives the nonrelativistic result (57), third, fourth and fifth-the approximations, defined by (59), (60) and (64) is found-it is the so called Darvin term [10] , considering the proton as a point-like particle. However, the structure of proton plays a significant role, as is shown by the proton charge radius measurement in muonic
Hydrogen [11] , giving a significantly different radius in comparison with proton radius, predicted by the traditional Hydrogen investigation [12] . Therefore, our approach, based on a precise relativistic kinetic energy definition, is more G. P. Kamuntavičius, G. Kamuntavičius promising for further investigation of this problem.
Conclusions
Our investigation has shown that successful relativistic dynamics application needs Galilei invariant formalism for the description of a quantum system. Moreover, it has all symmetries of the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian. Therefore, the eigenfunctions of the relativistic Hamiltonian have the same exact quantum numbers-like parity, angular, spin and total momenta and so on-as eigenfunctions of the nonrelativistic internal Hamiltonian. This is because the only restrictions for these symmetries are introduced by the complexity of the quantum system's potential energy operator, having the same form in both cases because the relativistic mechanism of the interaction of particles does not play a role due to stationarity of the quantum system.
The introduced internal relativistic Hamiltonian in limit of small (in comparison with Our investigation has shown that known potentials of particles interactions are weak enough to produce the quantum system with significant relativity. As a result, the relativity is soft, so it is acceptable to apply the introduced approximate methods for correction of nonrelativistic energies of quantum systems bound states.
The really interesting quantum system, whose solution needs more sophisticated relativistic effects consideration, is the nucleon. For weakly bound states (such as proton and neutron) to exist in a deep confining well, significant kinetic energy is necessary, a few times larger than the relativistic limit.
Therefore, for the solution of this problem, application of relativistic theory is
